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In this paper, we study the decompositions of recognizable strong maximal codes and obtain the 
following results: Every recognizable strong maximal code is a composition of a finite number of 
indecomposable (in the sense of strong codes) recognizable strong maximal codes. In particular, 
every solvable strong code is a composition of a finite number of indecomposable (in the sense of 
general codes) strong maximal codes and, for the latter, a structure formula is given. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let A be a finite or infinite alphabet. Let A* be the free monoid generated by A. 
Every element of A* is called a word. The empty word 1 is the identity of A*. Every 
subset of A* is called a language over A. 
Let L be a language over A. The congruence relation PL defined by 
XZY(PL) 0 v’u,V~A*(UXvEL 0 uyfEL) 
is called the syntactic congruence of L. A */PL is called the syntactic monoid of L and 
denoted by syn(L). For weA*, the P,-class containing w is denoted by wP,. The 
natural morphism from A* onto A*/PL is called the syntactic morphism of L and 
denoted by Pj,. L is called recognizable if syn(L) is finite. L is called dense if for each 
weA*, 
A*wA*nL#@. 
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L is called thin if L is not dense. L is called reflexive if 
L is called commutative if 
V’ucL(jt,eA*~(~)=(~) for every UEAJGL), 
where (z) denote the number of occurrences of letter OEA m the word U. 
A code X over A is a nonempty subset of A + = A* - 1 satisfying 
v.xi,J’jEx[s,.Y, . . . . Y,,=J’1J‘2...J‘r,l =+- (n=nl)A(si=J’i)l. 
If we use the notation “*” to represent some class of codes, then we say that the 
code X is a maximal * code itl’ for any * code Y over A, Yz X implies Y= X. We say 
that the code X is a * maximal code iff X is both * and maximal in the class of all codes 
over A. A code X is called complete if X* is dense. If X is a thin code, then X is 
complete iff X is maximal [l]. A code X is called a group code if there exist 
a morphism 47 from A* onto a group G and a subgroup H of G such that 
x*= u q-‘(a). 
CZtH 
A code is called strong if 
(i) .Y, J’~~~EX implies ~~.~J~~EX + 
(ii) .u,y,x~‘~EX + imp&s J‘,J~EX* [2, 31. 
Let X be a code over A and alph(X)= (a~Al3u,c~A*(~lut~~X)) =A. then the 
following facts are equivalent: 
(i) syn(X*) is a group and X*=IPx*. 
(ii) X* is reflexive. 
(iii) X is a strong maximal code [4]. 
Let ZE A*, YsB* be two codes with B=alph( Y). If there exists a bijection [j from 
B onto Z and, thus, if /I’ also defines an injective morphism B*+A*, then 
X = p( Y) c Z * E A * is a code called the composition of Y and Z. We write X = Y ,j Z. 
A code X G A* is called decomposable if there exists a composition X = Y Z such 
that Y#B and Z # A. Otherwise, X is called indecomposable. A code is called 
S-decomposable if X = Y Z, where Y,Z are strong codes and Y#B, Zf A. Other- 
wise, X is called S-indecomposable. 
An A*-automaton U =(s,,f’) is a set S together with a mapping ,f‘: S x A+S 
satisfying 
(i) .f’(s.l)=.s for every SES. 
(ii) ,f[,f(s, K). u,‘] =,f(.s, HOW’) fo every SES IV, IC’E A*. 
A congruence p on an A*-automaton U =(S,,f‘) is an equivalence relation on the set 
S compatible with ,f [S]. 
2. Decompositions of strong codes 
Lemma 2.1. Let X, Y,Z be codes satisfying X= Y 2 Z. Lf X is a strong code, then Y 
also is. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the definition of strong codes. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let X, Y, Z be codes satisfying X = Y - Z. If‘ X is a thin maximal biprejix 
code, then Px I c Pz.. 
Proof. Since X is a thin maximal biprefix code, so is Z [l]. Let SE t(Px*) and USUEZ*; 
we show that utrEZ*. Since X is a maximal prefix code, X* is right dense (every word 
WE A * is a left factor of some word of X* Cl]). Thus, there exists some word ~vEA* 
such that usvw~X* GZ*. Since Z is a prefix code, usz/~Z* implies u~EZ*. Since 
SEt(Px*) and usv\r,~X*, utrbvEX* GZ*. Since Z is also a suffix code, WEZ* implies 
utccZ*. Similarly, if utvEZ*, then usc~Z*. Thus, s- t(Pz*) and P,.GP,.. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let r, 7 be congruences on A* such that c( ~7. [f A */CI is a group, then A */; 
is also u group. 
Proof. There is an onto morphism A*/a+A*/y and the image of a group under 
a morphism is a group. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let X, Z c A*, YG B* be codes such that X = Y-B Z. 
(i) Lf X is a thin strong maximal code orer A, then,for any SEB*. 
P(sP,*)=(B(s))Px* 
(ii) X is a thin strong maximal code over A i’ Y is a thin strong maximal code over 
B and Z is a thin group code orer A. 
Proof. (i): Obviously /?(s)EZ*. By Lemma 2.2, we know that (fl(s))P,* sZ*. Suppose 
=(B(s))Px*. Then, for any u, VGA*, uxv~X* iff up(s)c~X*. In particular, for any 
U, lEz*, we have U.WEX* iff u/J(s)L~EX*. Introducing o-i, for u,uEZ*, we have 
~~‘(~)~~~(x)~-‘(~~)~Y*iff~~-‘(~~)s~-’(~’)~Y*,i.e.,foranyu’,~”~B*,u’~~~(~)~~‘~Y* 
iff u’sr’c Y*. Thus, /T1(x)~sPI.* and x~fI?(sP~*). This proves that (~~(s))P~*G~?J(sP,*). 
Conversely, suppose y~fI(sP~*) with uyc~X *. Since X is a strong maximal code, 
X* is reflexive. Thus, ycu~X*. From FEZ*, we obtain PUEZ* and 
p-‘(~)a-l(cu)EY*. Since ~-l(y)EsPy*, s~~-‘(uu)E Y* and /3(s)cu~X*. It follows 
that ug(s)u~X* because X* is reflexive. Similarly, we may prove that u/~(s)vEX* 
implies uyv~X*. Hence, y~(fI(s))Px*. This proves that fl(sP,.)~(fl(s))Px.. 
(ii): Necessity: Let X be a thin strong maximal code. By Lemma 2.1, Y is also 
a strong code. Following [ 11, Y is a thin strong maximal code and Z is a thin biprefix 
maximal code. It remains to show that Z is a group code. By Lemma 2.2, P,.cP,*. 
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not, then z,EZ* and ZEZ* implies z~EZ*, contradicting the fact that Z is a code. On 
the other hand, for any UEZ*, there exists an /IEB* such that PP’(u)h~ Y* because 
Y is a maximal prefix code. Now let u1 =Ij(h)~z*. We have z,u,$Z*; otherwise, 
zr~Z* since Z is also a suffix code and this is impossible. Obviously z,uI$X*. But 
uu,~X*. It follows that z1 +u(Px*) and Pi.(z,)#PR*(u). Therefore, Pk*(Z*)# 
syn(X*) and Pi;*(Z*) is a proper subgroup of syn(X*). This shows that syn(X*) 
cannot be a cyclic group of prime order. 
(b): Assume that syn(X*) has a proper subgroup H. The subset 
is a free subsemigroup of A*. We denote its base by Z. Thus 
x*=lpx*s u (Pi;*)_l(S!)=z*. 
UEH 
Hence, X is decomposable over Z [l]. 
We proved that X is decomposable iff syn(X*) has a proper subgroup. Thus, X is 
indecomposable iff syn (X*) is a cyclic group of prime order. J 
Corollary 3.2. Every indecomposahle strong maximal code is a recognizable code. 
Let X be a recognizable code over A. The order of syn(X *) is denoted by o(X). 
Theorem 3.3. Let A={a,,a2 ,..., a, ,... 1, X an indecomposable strong maximal code 
over A, and w(X) = p # 1. Then for every a,,, there exists an integer i,, i,E 10, 1, . . . , p - 1 }, 
such that 
X*= sfzA Gin { I/ n (in)=O(modp)}. 
Proof. Since X is an indecomposable strong maximal code and o(X) =p # 1, syn(X *) 
is a cyclic group of prime order p. Denote 
wW*)=(Z,, +I, 
P$*(a,)=i,. 
where n=1,2,..., i,E{O, l,..., p- l}. Obviously SEX* iff 
=O(modp). 0 
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Corollary 3.4. Let X he an indecomposable strong maximul code ouer A and o(X)=p, 
then 
(i) jar any WEA*, G’EX*. 
(ii) ,for anq’ ajcA, uj~X or $‘EX. 
(iii) X * is commutative. 
Proof. It is trivial when p= 1. Therefore, we assume that p # 1. 
(i): Regardless of the value of i,, we have 
hence, WOE X *. 
(ii): For any uj, if ij=O, then 
uj I.! 1 ‘n =o; ,, (1, 
hence, u~EX* and certainly ujcX; if ij#O, then Uj~X and up~X*. Thus, there exists 
O<p’<p such that uJ”EX. Since p is prime, we have p’=p. 
(iii) is obtained immediately by 
=O(modp). 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let A= (~,,a, ,..., a ,,,... i, und let p be a prime number. To etlery U,EA 
associute an integer i, E (0, 1,. , p ~ 1 ) in such a WW~ that ut leust one i,, is not 0. Then the 
base qf 
is un indecomposable strong muximul code X with o(X)=p. 
Proof. By the structure of L, we know that 
s--1’(PJ 0 F i,, (zn)-Z 4 (l,) (modp). 
n 
Thus, the congruence classes of PL are 
~]j=~.~~A*l;i,,~~~)=,j(modp)i, j=O,l,..., p-l. 
Since at least one of i,,‘s does not equal to 0, then each 9j is nonempty. It follows that 
the number of congruence classes of PI, is p. Hence, syn(L)= jy,,, yl,...,gp- 1) is 
a cyclic group of prime order. Moreover, L=lPL. Therefore, the base of L is an 
indecomposable strong maximal code. 7 
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4. S-decompositions of recognizable strong maximal codes 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a strong maximal code over A. 
(i) (f syn(X*) contains a proper normal subgroup H, then X is S-decomposable, i.e., 
there exist strong maximal codes Y and Z such that X = Y 0 Z. Moreover, syn( Y *) E H 
and syn(Z*)z syn(X *)/H (where 2 denotes isomorphism). 
(ii) Jf X = Y i Z, where Y and Z are strong maximal codes over B and A, respectively, 
and Y # B, Z # A, then syn(X *) contains a proper normal subgroup H and syn( Y *)? H, 
syn(Z*)zsyn(X*)/H. 
Proof. (i): Suppose that syn(X*) contains the proper normal subgroup H. Let 
q: syn(X*)+syn(X*)/H be the natural morphism. Denote the base of 
,i? (P;*)-‘(a) 
by Z. We show that cpPi*: A *+syn(X*)/H is the syntactic morphism of Z*. 
Let s-t(P,.). Since Z is a group code, there exists UEA* such that SUEZ*. Thus, 
cpP;*(s)cpP~*(u)=yP;*(su)=l, 
where 1 is the identity of syn(X *)/ H. Obviously, cp ’ (1) = H. On the other hand, since 
s~f(P,.) and SUEZ*, we have tu~Z* and 
cpP;*(t)cpP;*(u)=cpP;*(tu)=l. 
Thus, 
cpP;*(s)=cpP;*(t)=[qP;*(u)] -l. 
Conversely, let s$:(Pz*). There exist u, UEA* such that US~EZ* but utv$Z* (or 
conversely). Thus, cpPj;*(usc)=l, qP.$..(utv) #I, and 
cpP~.(s)=[~P~*(LI)]~1(PP~*(USL~)[~P~*(v)]-1=[~Pe;*(u)]-‘[~P~*(v)]-‘, 
cpPP,*(t)= [qP;*(u)] -l cpP;*(utv) [cpPjl*(v)] l. 
Therefore, Pjl*(s)#Pi;*(t). 
The foregoing discussion shows that the congruence determined by cpPi;* is just 
the syntactic congruence Pz*, and the syntactic monoid of Z* is isomorphic to 
syn(X *)/ H. Furthermore, 
z*= u (Pi*)_l(x)= u (P;*)~l(x)=(Pl;*)~l(cp-‘(l)) 
3EIl lelJp’(l) 
=(cpPi*)_‘(l)=(Pi*)_‘(l)=lP,*; 
so, Z is a strong code. 
Since H is a proper normal subgroup of syn(X*), X* 5 Z* 5 A*. It follows that 
X is decomposable over Z [ 11. Let X = Y J Z, Y G B*. By Lemma 2.1, Y is also strong. 
Since X is maximal, Y and Z are also maximal. By Theorem 2.4, for any SEB*, 
[j(sP,.)=(/j(s))P,.. Therefore, syn( Y*) is isomorphic to H. 
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(ii): Suppose that X= Yc Z, where YsB* and Z c A * are strong maximal codes 
with Y#B, ZZA. Pi*(Z*) is a proper subgroup ofsyn(X*)(see the proofofTheorem 
3.1). Denote P,k*(Z*) by H. Let gEsyn(X*). There exist s,tEA* such that g=Pk.(s), 
g-l =Pi;*(t). Thus, 
Pll*(st)=Pr,*(s)PR*(t)=yy_‘=Pj;*(l). 
From this, we know that st EX * G Z *. Since Z is a strong code, SZ * t E Z *. It follows 
that 
gHg-’ =P;.(s)P;*(Z*)P;.(t)=Pj;s(sZ*t)sP;*(Z*)=H. 
Therefore, H is a proper normal subgroup of syn(X *). From the proof of part (i), we 
have syn( Y*)rH and syn(Z*)gsyn(X*)/H. : 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a recoyni-able strong maximal code. Then X is rhe composition 
of a finite number qf’S-indecomposahle recogrlizahle strong maximal codes. 
Proof. Let Go = syn(X *). Since Go is a finite group, it has a composition series 
where Gi/Gi+ 1 are finite simple groups, i = 0,. . , n - 1. Since Go contains the proper 
normal subgroup G1, by Theorem 4.1, there exist strong codes Y, and Z1 such that 
X= Y1 p Z1, and syn(ZT)?G,iG,, syn( YT)zG,. Since G, contains the proper nor- 
mal subgroup Gz, there exist strong maximal codes Y,, Zz such that Y1 = Y2 3 Z, and 
syn(Z,*)?G,/G,, syn( Y,*)zG,. After II- 1 steps, we have 
x= Y,,_, ‘Z,,_,’ ““Zl, 
where Yn_l,Z,,_l ,..., Z, are strong maximal codes, and syn(Z*)gGi_,/Gi, 
i=l,...,n-1, syn(Y,*_,)~GG,_,. Since Gi_,/G,,i=l,...,n-1, and G,_I are simple 
groups, Y, 1, Z, _ 1,. , Z, are S-indecomposable strong maximal codes. Obviously, 
they are also recognizable. 0 
Definition 4.3. Let X be a strong maximal code. X is called a solvable strong code if 
syn(X*) is a solvable group. 
Theorem 4.4. Let X be a strong maximal code. Then X is the composition qf‘a finite 
number of indecomposahle strong maximal codes $X is a solvable code. 
Proof. Su.ficiency: Let Go = syn(X *). Since Go is a solvable group, it has a composi- 
tion series 
Go 2 G1 2 ... 1 G,,=l, 
where Gi/Gi + 1 are cyclic groups of prime order, i = 0, 1, , n - 1. By Theorem 4.2, 
x= Y,-lc’z,_, I...i’Z1, 
where Yn_l,Z,_I ,..., Z1 are strong maximal codes and syn(Z*)rGi_,/Gi, 
i=l ,..., n - 1, syn( Y,*_ 1) % G,,_ 1. Since Gi_ 1/Gi and G, _ 1 are cyclic groups of prime 
order, by Theorem 3.1, Y,, _ , , Z, 1,. . , Z’ are indecomposable. 
Necessity: Suppose that 
x=z,,o... zl, 
where Z,‘s are indecomposable strong maximal codes. Let Y’=Z,o...cZ2, then 
X = Y1 - Z1. By Lemma 2.1, Y, is also strong. By Theorem 4.1, syn(X *) contains 
a proper normal subgroup called G’ and syn(ZT)?syn(X*)/G’. Let Y2=Zno...oZ3, 
then Y1 = Yz J Z2. By the same reason, syn( Yf ) contains a proper normal subgroup 
called G; (certainly, G’ contains a proper normal subgroup G2 r G;) and 
syn(Z2*)zG,/Gz, syn( Y;)z Gz. Continuing II - 1 steps in this way, finally let 
Y, ’ = Z,. Then Y,, z = Y,, _ 1 Z,, 1. syn( Yz_ 2) contains a proper normal subgroup 
called G:, 1 (certainly, G,,_ z contains a proper normal subgroup G, _ 1 % GA_ 1) and 
syn(Z,T-‘)~GG,_,/G,_,, syn(Y,T_,)?G,,_,. Thus, 
syn(X*)=G, 2 G1 1 ... 1 G,,_l 2 G,=l, 
where Gi/Gi+l ?syn(Z?+,). i=O, l,..., II - 1. Since the Zi’S are indecomposable strong 
maximal codes, the quotients Gii’ Gi + 1 are cyclic groups of prime order. It follows that 
syn(X *) and X are solvable. 0 
Definition 4.5. Let L be a recognizable language over A. We define two automata 
determined by L: 
U’(L)=(A*iP,,f”) with ,f’r(P2(lc),~)=PZ(,t’s) 
U’(L)=(A*/P,,,f’) with .1”(PL(~),s)=p2(sw) 
for every u‘, SE A *. 
The pair of automata (U’(L), U’(L)) is called the pair of minimal A*-automata of L. 
Definition 4.6. Let L be a recognizable language over A, and (U’(L), U’(L)) be the 
pair of minimal A*-automata of L. An equivalence relation p on the set A*/PL is 
called a congruence on (U’(L), U’(L)) if p is a congruence on U’(L) and U’(L). 
Obviously, a congruence on (U’(L), U’(L)) is just a congruence on the syntactic 
monoid A */PI_. Let X be a recognizable strong maximal code. Then a congruence on 
(Ur(X*), U’(X*)) is just a congruence on the group A*/Px*. It is well known that 
a congruence on a group G coincides with a normal subgroup of G. Therefore, we have 
Theorems 4.7 and 4.8, which describe the relation between the S-decompositions and 
the congruences on the pair of minimal A*-automatons [S]. 
Theorem 4.7. Let X be a strong ma.uimnl code ol:er A. For erery congruence p on 
the pair qf’ minimal A *-automata (U’(X*), U’(X*)), there is u decomposition of X, 
X = Y 3 Z, such that: 
(i) Z is rr strony r?uivirncr/ code owr A und the pcrir of’minirnd A*-automatic of z* is 
a quofirrlt (Ur(X*):p, U’(X*)/p) (rvhere U’(X*)lp=(syn(X*),!p,j;‘) md Cl’(X*)/p= 
(syn( X *)/i~,,f;j) \c.ith 
Let X be a recognizable strong maximal code over A. The partially ordered set of 
congruences on the pair of minimal A*-automata of X* is denoted by T(X) and the 
partially ordered set of monoids Z * generated by recognizable strong maximal codes 
Z such that X*GZ*GA* isdenoted by A(X). For every/,EI-(X),ZEd(X), wedefine 
i.(p)= (\1’~A*l(P,~.*(\t’).P;;*(l))~pi, (I) 
p(Z”)= ((P,k*(~l.1), P,i*(12.2))1(12.1, 11’2)EPz.). (2) 
At the end of this paper, we point out that the class of thin strong maximal codes 
coincides with the class of recognizable strong maximal codes. 
Theorem 4.9. Jf‘X is a t/lirJ sirony nzuxirnal rde. then X is recoynizahle. 
Proof. Since X is a strong maximal code, then syn(X*) is a group. Since X is thin, 
there exists an /JE A * such that A *h A *nX = $9. Since X is a maximal biprefix code, for 
any WE A *, there exists a 1‘~ A * such that \~~cEX*. Since h is not a factor of any word 
in X, there exists a factorization h=pq such that “VP, APEX*. Now 
Note that p is a left factor of h, and the number of left factors of h is finite. Hence, 
syn(X*)= (P,~.(w)~N~EA*) 
is finite. This proves that X * is recognizable. Hence, X is also recognizable. 0 
Remark 1. This paper refers to some results of 141. In L4], the alphabets are assumed 
to be finite. However, we can easily prove that the results also hold for infinite 
alphabets. 
Remark 2. The composition of two strong maximal codes is not necessarily strong. 
For example, let A= (a,!~), i,= 1, j7,=0. 
Z*= (SEA* I(,:)-O(mod2)). 
Clearly, Z = (~17, uhu, uhha, , h). Furthermore, let B = (c, ri, r,. ) and p(c) = 6, 
/Qd)=ua, p(e)=uhlr ,...) i,=O,&= l,i,=O ,..., 
Y*=(~EB*I(~)-0(mod2)). 
Then X=p( Y)= Yang, Z is not strong. In fact, ~EX,UNULIEX; however, uhu~7a~X*. So, 
X is not strong. What conditions ensure that the composition of two strong maximal 
codes is a strong code? 
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